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Abstract
This paper introduces the Kell calculus, a new process calculus that retains the original
insights of the M-calculus (local actions, higher-order processes and programmable mem-
branes) in a much simpler setting. The calculus is shown expressive enough to provide a
direct encoding of several recent distributed process calculi such as Mobile Ambients and
the Distributed Join calculus.
1 Introduction
The calculus of Mobile Ambients [5] has received much attention in the past ﬁve
years, as witnessed by the numerous variants that have been proposed to overcome
some of its perceived deﬁciencies: Safe Ambients (SA) [12], Safe Ambients with
passwords [14], Boxed Ambients (BA) [3], Controlled Ambients (CA) [20], New
Boxed Ambients (NBA) [4], Ambients with process migration (M) [7].
Mobile Ambients, unfortunately, are difﬁcult to implement in a distributed set-
ting. Consider, for instance, the reduction rule associated with the in capability in
the original Mobile Ambients:
ninnP j Q j mR  mR j nP j Q
This rule essentially mandates a rendez-vous between ambient n and ambient m.
Thus, a distributed implementation of this rule, i.e. one where ambient n and ambi-
ent m are located on different physical sites, would require a distributed synchro-
nization between the two sites. The inherent complexity of the required distributed
synchronization has been made clear in the Distributed Join calculus implementa-
tion of Mobile Ambients reported in [10].
Part of the difﬁculty in implementing Mobile Ambients is related to the pres-
ence of “grave interferences”, as explained in [12]. However, even with variants of
Mobile Ambients with co-capabilities and a type system ensuring ambient single-
threadedness (i.e. ensuring that at any one time there is at most one process inside
an ambient that carries a capability), realizing ambient migration as authorized e.g.
by the Safe Ambients in primitive
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still requires a rendez-vous between ambients.
This is illustrated by the Safe Ambients abstract machine, called PAN, de-
scribed in [16], which requires a 2-phase protocol involving ambients n and m
above, together with their parent ambient to implement the in and out moves.
Interestingly, the PAN abstract machine is further simpliﬁed by adopting an un-
conventional interpretation: ambients are considered to represent only logical loci
of computation, and not physical locations. Each ambient is mapped to a physical
location but the in and out primitives do not modify the physical location of am-
bients. Instead, the open primitive, as a side-effect, modiﬁes the physical location
of processes running inside the ambient to be dissolved. With this interpretation, of
course, ambients cease to be meaningful abstractions for the control of the physical
distribution of computations.
The problem with the Mobile Ambient primitives is not so much that they are
difﬁcult to implement in a distributed setting, but that they provide the only means
for communication between remote ambients. This, in turn, means that a simple
message exchange between remote ambients must bear the cost of a distributed
synchronization. This is clearly not acceptable: there are many useful applications
that require only simple asynchronous point-to-point message exchanges, and rely-
ing on Ambient-like primitives for remote communication would result in a heavy
performance loss for these applications. As a minimum, therefore, one should look
for a programming model where costly migration primitives coexist with simple
asynchronous message exchange for remote communications. Boxed Ambients
(BA) and their NBA adopt this approach. Communication in BA or NBA is syn-
chronous but one can argue that it is in fact a form of local communication since
it only takes place between an ambient and a process located in its parent ambi-
ent. Thus, communication between two remote ambients, i.e. siblings located in a
‘network ambient’, necessarily involves two different communication events (i.e.
an emitting event at the ambient that originates the communication and a receiving
event at the ambient that receives the communication). The Distributed Join cal-
culus [9] makes the same separation between remote communications and locality
migration, which is provided by the go primitive and also involves some form of
distributed rendez-vous to be faithfully implemented.
Still, the distributed synchronization implied by mobility primitives raises im-
portant issues. In a distributed setting, failures are inevitable, be they permanent or
transient, network or site failures. Taking into account such failures would require,
as a minimum, turning mobility primitives into abortable transactions, thus preserv-
ing their atomicity but making explicit their behavior in presence of failure. This,
in turn, suggest that it would be useful to split up ambient migration primitives, es-
pecially the in primitive of Mobile Ambients or the enter primitive of NBA, into
ﬁner grained primitives whose implementation need not rely on some distributed
synchronization. To illustrate, one could think of splitting the Mobile Ambients
in primitive into a pair of primitives move and enter whose behavior would be
given by the following reduction rules (we use co-capabilities and passwords, as in
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the NBA calculus):
nmovehmhiP j Q j movex yR  enterhnm h PQi j Rfmx hyg
enterhnm h PQi j menterx hS j T   mSfxng j T j nP j Q
However, we do not pursue that approach here for several reasons. First, one
may envisage further extensions allowing for more sophisticated authentication
schemes, or dynamic security checks (e.g. additional parameters allowing for
proof-carrying code schemes). Second, several questions remain concerning mi-
gration primitives and their combination. For instance, should we go for communi-
cations à la Boxed Ambients or should we consider instead to split up the migration
primitives such as to migration primitive in the M calculus, yielding a form of
communication similar to D [11] or Nomadic Pict [22], where communication is
a side-effect of process migration ? Should we allow for more objective forms of
migration to reﬂect control that ambients can exercize on their content ?
The possible variants seem endless. This is why we follow instead the lead
of higher-order calculi such as D [23] and the M-calculus [18], where process
migration is a side-effect of higher-order communication. Indeed, as demonstrated
in the M-calculus, higher-order communication, coupled with programmable lo-
calities, provides the means to model different forms of migration protocols, and
different forms of locality semantics. TheM-calculus avoids embedding predeﬁned
choices concerning migration primitives and their interplay. Instead, these choices
can be deﬁned, within the calculus itself, by programming the appropriate behavior
in locality “membranes” (the control part P of an M-calculus locality aP Q).
The M-calculus, however, may appear as rather complex, especially compared to
Mobile Ambients. In particular, its operational semantics features several so-called
routing rules which it would be interesting to reduce to a few simple cases.
The calculus we introduce in this paper is an attempt to deﬁne a calculus with
process migration that avoids the need for distributed synchronization, while pre-
serving the simplicity of Mobile Ambients and retaining the basic insights of the M-
calculus: migration as higher-order communication, programmable locality “mem-
branes”. We call this new calculus the Kell calculus (the word “kell” is a variation
on the word “cell”, and denotes a locality or locus of computation). This calcu-
lus constitutes a direct extension of the asynchronous higher-order -calculus with
hierarchical localities.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 informally introduces the main
constructs of the Kell calculus, together with several examples. Section 3 gives
the syntax and operational semantics of the calculus. Section 4 presents several
encodings of known process calculi, thus demonstrating the expressive power of
the Kell calculus. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of related work
and of directions for further research.
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2 Introducing the Kell calculus
The Kell calculus is in fact a family of calculi that share the same constructs and
that differ only in the language of message patterns used in triggers (see below).
In this paper we present an element of this famly that enjoys a very simple pattern
language. In this section, we present informally the different constructs of the
calculus.
The core of the calculus is the asynchronous higher-order -calculus. Among
the basic constructs of the calculus we thus ﬁnd:
 the null process, ; process variables, x;
 the restriction, aP , where a is a name, P is an arbitrary Kell calculus process,
and  is a binding operator;
 the parallel composition, P j Q;
 messages of the form, ahui, where a is a name, u is a vector of elements u, and
where each element u can be either a name or a process.
 triggers, or receivers, of the form   P , where  is a message pattern (analo-
gous to the join patterns in the Join calculus) and P is an arbitrary kell calculus
process.
To this higher-order -calculus core, we add just one construct, the kell con-
struct, aP , which is used to localize the execution of a process P at location (we
say “kell”) a.
In this paper, patterns are given by the following grammar:
  J j J j ax
J  ahwi j ahwi

j ahwi

j J j J
wherew is a vector of elements w, which can be either a name, a name variable of
the form b, where b is a name, or a process variable x. Name variables and process
variables are of course bound in patterns and their scope extend to the process of
the right-hand side of the trigger sign .
In the Kell calculus, computing actions can take four simple forms, illustrated
below:
(i) Receipt of a local message, as in the reduction below, where a message, ahQi,
on port a, bearing the process Q, is received by the trigger ahxi P :
ahQi j ahxi  P   PfQxg
(ii) Receipt of a message originated from the environment of a kell, as in the
reduction below, where a message, ahQi, on port a, bearing the process Q, is
received by the trigger ahxi P , located in kell b :
ahQi j bahxi

P   bPfQxg
In pattern ahxi, the up arrow  denotes a message that should come from the
outside of the immediately enclosing kell.
4
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(iii) Receipt of a message originated from a sub-kell, as in the reduction below,
where a message, ahQi, on port a, bearing the process Q, and coming from
sub-kell b, is received by the trigger ahxi

P , located in the parent kell of
kell b:
ahxi

 P  j bahQi j R  PfQxg j bR
(iv) Passivation of a kell, as in the reduction below, where the sub-kell named a is
destroyed, and the process Q it contains is sent in a message on port b:
aQ j ax  bhxi  bhQi
Actions of the form (i) above are standard -calculus actions. Actions of the
form (ii) and (iii) are just extensions of the message receipt action of the -calculus
to the case of triggers located inside a kell. They can be compared to the commu-
nication actions in the Seal calculus [6] and in the Boxed Ambients calculus.
Actions of the form (iv) are characteristic of the Kell calculus. They allow the
environment of a kell to exercize control over the execution of the process located
inside a kell. Consider for instance the processP , deﬁned as P  stophbi bx  .
We have the following reductions:
stophai j P j aQ  ax   j aQ  
In this example, the environment of kell a collects it, thus destroying it and the
process Q that it holds. Other forms of control over process execution are possible.
Consider the process P and R deﬁned as:
P

 suspendhai ax R j ahxi R  resumehai ahxi  ax
We have the following reductions:
resumehai j suspendhai j P j aQresumehai j ax R j ahxi j aQ
resumehai j R j ahQi
 ahxi  ax j ahQi
 aQ
In this example, the environment of kell a ﬁrst suspends its execution (there is no
evaluation under a ahi context), and then resumes it (processes can execute under
a a context).
The calculus has no primitive for recursion, such as a replication operator P .
The reason is that, because of its higher-order character, it is possible to deﬁne
receptive triggers, i.e. triggers that are preserved during a reduction (much like
deﬁnitions in the Join calculus). Let t  N,  and P be such that t does not occur
in  or P . In a manner reminiscent of the ﬁxed point operator deﬁned in CHOCS
[21], we deﬁne  P by:
 P

 t Y P  t j thY P  ti
Y P  t

  j thyi  P j y j thyi
It is easy to see with the rules of reduction given in Section 3.2 that if M j
 P   P, where  is a substitution, then we haveM j  P    P  j P.
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The higher-order nature of the calculus, together with the passivation construct,
allows the deﬁnition of different forms of programmable “membranes” around
kells. Here are some simple examples. Assume that all triggers in processK are of
the form ahxi     , and that all messages emitted towards the environment of kell
a are of the form mhb    i, where b is a target kell. We can deﬁne around kell a the
following membranes:
 Transparent membrane: Let M  ahxi  ahxi j mhb xi

 bhxi. Then
cM j aK deﬁnes a membrane around kell a that does nothing (it just allows
messages destined to, or emitted by, a to be transmitted without any control).
 Intercepting membrane: Let M  ahxi P x j mhb yi

Qb y. Then
cM j ahKi deﬁnes a membrane around kell a that triggers behaviour P x
when a message ahxi seeks to enter kell a, and behaviour Qb y when a mes-
sage mhb yi seeks to leave kell a. Notice how this allows the deﬁnition of wrap-
pers with pre and post-handling of messages.
 Migration membrane: Let
M

 enterha xi j ay  ay j x j gohbi

j ay  enterhb ayi
Then cM j aK deﬁnes a membrane around kell a that allows new processes to
enter kell a via the enter operation, and allows kell a to move to a different kell
b via the go operation. Compare these operations with the migration primitives
of Mobile Ambients, and the go primitive of the Distributed Join calculus.
 Localities with failures: Let
M

 stophai j ay  S j pingha ri mhrupi
S

pingha ri mhrdowni
Then, cM j aK deﬁnes a membrane around kell a that allows to stop
the execution of locality a (simulating a failure in a fail-stop model), and that
implements a simple failure detector via the ping operation. Compare these
operations with the 
l
-calculus [1] or the Distributed Join calculus models of
failures.
 Localities with fail-stop failures and recovery: Let
M

 stophai j ay j c  bhyi j f j pingha ri j c  c j mhrupi
S

 pingha ri j f  f j mhrdowni j recoverhai j bhyi j f  c j ay
Then, ec f c j M j S j aK deﬁnes a membrane around kell a that models
fail-stop failures of kell a together with a simple failure detector and the possi-
bility of recovery.
These different examples can be coded very similarly in the M-calculus, illus-
trating the fact that the Kell calculus retains the ability of the M-calculus to deﬁne
localities with different semantics. The ﬁrst two examples, when involving only
ﬁrst-order communication, can be coded analogously in variants of Boxed Ambi-
ents and in the Seal calculus. The third example can be coded in the Seal calculus
and in Ambients calculi (in the latter, by coding the objective move into a protocol
6
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P   j x j   P j aP j ahui j P j P j aP 
  J j J j ax
J   j ahwi j ahwi

j ahwi

j J j J
u  a j P
w  a j a j x
a  N
x  V
Fig. 1. Syntax of the Kell Calculus
activating subjective migration). The fourth example can be coded in the Seal cal-
culus. The ﬁfth example can be only partially simulated in the Seal calculus since
one can isolate, duplicate or destroy a seal, but one cannot freeze its execution.
Actions in the Kell calculus obey a locality principle that states that any com-
puting action should involve only one locality at a time (and its environment, when
considering crossing locality boundaries). In particular, notice that there are no
reductions in the calculus that, similar to the Mobile Ambients inmove, would in-
volve two adjacent kells. In particular, we do not have reductions of the following
forms:
ainhQi j binhxi  x  a j bQ aQ j bax  ax  baQ
3 The Kell calculus: syntax and semantics
3.1 Syntax
The syntax of the Kell calculus is given in Figure 1. We assume an inﬁnite set N
of names, and an inﬁnite set V of process variables, such that N  V  . We let
a b nm and their decorated variants range overN; and p q x y range over V. The
set L of identiﬁers is deﬁned as L  N  V.
Terms in the Kell calculus grammar are called processes. We note K the set
of Kell calculus processes. We let P , Q and their decorated variants range over
processes. We call kell a process of the form au. The name a in a kell au is called
the name of the kell. In a kell of the form a   j a
j
u
j
 j    j Q
k
j     we call
subkells the processes a
j
u
j
. We call message a process of the form ahui. We let
MN and their decorated variants range over messages and parallel composition of
messages. We call trigger a process of the form  P , where  is a receipt pattern
(or pattern, for short). A pattern can be a join pattern J , or a control pattern of
the form J j ax, in which the join pattern J may be empty (i.e. J  	 – we set
J j 	  	 j J  J).
In a term aP , the scope extends as far to the right as possible. We use u to
denote ﬁnite vectors u

     u
q
 (vectors can be empty; the empty vector is noted
hi). Abusing the notation, we equate u  u

     u
n
 with the word u

   u
n
and
the set fu

     u
n
g. We note juj the length n of a vector u  u

     u
n
. We
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C   j  C j aC j P j C j aC j ahCi
E   j aE j aE j P j E
Fig. 2. Syntax of Contexts
use standard abbreviations from the the -calculus: a

   a
q
P for a

    a
q
P ,
or aP if a  a

     a
q
. By convention, if the name vector a is empty, then
aP

 P . We abbreviate a a message of the form ahi. We also note
Q
jJ
P
j
,
J  f     ng the parallel composition P

j    P
n
j P
n
    . By conven-
tion, if J  , then
Q
jJ
P
j

 .
A Kell calculus context is a term C built according to the grammar given in
Figure 2. Filling the hole  inC with a Kell calculus termQ results in a Kell calcu-
lus term notedCfQg. We let C and its decorated variants range over Kell calculus
contexts. We make use of a speciﬁc form of contexts, called evaluation contexts
(noted E), which are used to specify the operational semantics of the calculus.
A pattern  acts as a binder in the calculus. A pattern  can bind name vari-
ables, of the form a, where a  N, and process variables. All name and process
variables that occur in a pattern  are bound in . Name variables can only match
names. Process variables can only match processes. Process variables can only oc-
cur linearly in a pattern , i.e. if x occurs in , then there is only one occurrence of x
in . The other binder in the calculus is the  operator, which corresponds to the re-
striction operator of the -calculus. Notions of free names (fn) and free (process)
variables (fv) are deﬁned in Figure 3. We note fnu to mean fnu

  fnu
n
,
and likewise for fvu, bnu, bvu. We note P 

Q when two terms P and
Q are 
-convertible.
We call substitution a function   N  N  V  K, from names to names
and process variables to processes, that is the identity except on a ﬁnite set of
names and variables. We write P the image under the substitution  of process
P . We note 	 the set of substitutions, and supp the support of a substitution (i.e.
supp  fi  L j i 	 ig).
Let J be a join pattern, and  be a substitution such that supp  bnJ 
bvJ. We deﬁne the image J of J under substitution  as cjJ, where cj is
the function deﬁned inductively as:
cjJ j J   cjJ j cjJ  cj  
cjahwi  ahcjwi cjahwi  ahcjwi cjahwi

  ahcjwi
cja  a cja  a cjx  x
3.2 Reduction Semantics
The operational semantics of the Kell calculus is deﬁned in the CHAM style [2],
via a structural congruence and a reduction relation. The structural congruence

 is the smallest equivalence relation that veriﬁes the rules in Figure 4. The rules
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fn   fv  
fna  fag fva  
fnx   fvx  fxg
fnaP   fnP  n fag fvaP   fvP 
fnaP   fnP   fag fvaP   fvP 
fnahui  fnu  fag fvahui  fvu
fnP j Q  fnP   fnQ fvP j Q  fvP   fvQ
fn P   fn  fnP  n bn fv  P   fvP  n bv
fnJ j ax  fnJ  fag bnJ j ax  bnJ
fnJ j J   fnJ  fnJ  bnJ j J   bnJ  bnJ 
fnahwi  fnahwi bnahwi  bnahwi
fnahwi

  fnahwi bnahwi

  bnahwi
fnahwi  fag  fnw bnahwi  bnw
fna   bna  fag
bna   bnx  
bvJ j ax  bvJ  fxg bvJ j J   bvJ  bvJ 
bvahwi  bvahwi bvahwi

  bvahwi
bvahwi  bvw bva  
bva   bvx  fxg
Fig. 3. Free names and free variables
P j Q j R  P j Q j R SParAssoc P j Q  Q j P SParComm
P j   P SParNil a   SNuNil
abP  baP SNuComm
a  fnQ
aP  j Q  aP j Q
SNuPar
P 

Q
P  Q
S
P  Q
CfPg  CfQg
SContext
Fig. 4. Structural congruence
SParAssoc, SParComm, SParNil state that the parallel operator j is associative,
commutative, and has  as a neutral element.
Notice that we do not have structural congruence rules that deal with scope
extrusion outside a locality, as in Mobile Ambients. This is because, in presence
of the possibility of passivating executing processes, the Ambient scope extrusion
rule abP  
 baP  b 	 a would give rise to behaviour which would violate
the idea that structurally equivalent processes should behave similarly in the same
9
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J  J

j J

J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i

  J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i c  fnJ

	  	
J

	 j bcR j J

	 j J P   bcR j P	
RIn
J  J

j J

j ax
J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i

J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i c  fnJ

	  	
J

	 j bcR j J

	 j aQ j J  P   bcR j P	fQxg
RInPass
J  J

j J

J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i

  J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i
d  c n e e  c  fnJ

	 e  fnJ  P J

	 b  	
J

	 j J  P  j bcR j J

	  eP 	 j bdR
ROut
J  J

j J

j ax J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i

J


Y
iI

a
i
hw
i
i
d  c n e e  c  fnJ

	 e  fna bQ J  P J

	  	
J

	 j aQ j J P  j bcR j J

	  eP 	fQxg j bdR
ROutPass
J 
Y
iI
a
i
hw
i
i  
J	 j J P   P	
RLocal
J  J

j ax J


Y
iI
a
i
hw
i
i
J

	 j aQ j J P   P	fQxg
RLocalPass
P  Q
EP   EQ
RContext
P

 P P  Q Q  Q

P

 Q

RStruct
Fig. 5. Reduction Relation
evaluation context, as illustrated by the following reductions:
ax  x j x j abP   bP  j bP  ax  x j x j baP   bP j P
The reduction relation  is the smallest binary relation on K that satisﬁes the
rules given in Figure 5, where we assume that supp  bnJ  bvJ.
Some comments are in order. Rules RIn an ROut take into account the pres-
ence of restrictions inside kells, since restricted names cannot be automatically
extruded out of kells through the structural congruence. Rule ROut explicitly ex-
trudes restricted names that are communicated outside a kell boundary. Note that
names that are not communicated are not extruded. Rules RIn and ROut govern
the crossing of kell boundaries. Note that only messages may cross a kell boundary.
In rule RIn, a trigger receives messages from the local environment as well as from
the outside of the enclosing kell. In rule ROut, a trigger receives messages from
the local environment as well as from a subkell. Rules RInPass, ROutPass and
RLocalPass allow the passivation of a subkell, possibly upon receipt of messages.
In rules RIn and ROut, note that the join pattern J

may be empty. Likewise, in
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rules RInPass, ROutPass and RLocalPass, the join patterns J

and J

may be
empty.
Rules RIn, ROut, RInPass, ROutPass look rather involved, but only be-
cause they allow synchronizing the receipt of messages crossing a kell boundary
with the receipt of local messages and the passivation of a subkell.
4 Encodings
We present in this section several encodings of process calculi to illustrate the ver-
satility of the Kell calculus. In particular, we present faithful encodings of calculi
with localities. By faithful encoding of a process calculus with a locality con-
struct aP , we mean a function [[]] which is such that [[aP ]]  aMa c j
c[[P ]] j Aux j Env or [[aP ]]  cMa c j a[[P ]] j Aux j Env, or even
[[aP ]]  aMa j [[P ]] j Env, where Env and Aux are stateless processes. In
other terms, a faithful encoding translates a locality of name a into a kell of name
a, possibly embedded in a controlling kell. The semantics of the locality is then
captured by the membrane processMa c orMa.
To simplify the encodings, we use receptive triggers  P . We also use the
abbreviations abstraction xP and application PQ. The resulting extended calcu-
lus is deﬁned by induction thus (notice the implicit typing to ensure well-formed
processes):
[[P ]]  P if P  K
[[xP ]]
f

 fhxi  [[P ]]
[[PQ]]  f[[P ]]
f
j fh[[Q]]i
4.1 Encoding the synchronous -calculus
The asynchronous -calculus is a direct subcalculus of the Kell calculus. Because
of its higher-order character, the Kell calculus can also encode directly the synchro-
nous -calculus. An encoding of the synchronous (polyadic) -calculus with input
guarded sums and name matching (cf [17] for a deﬁnition) is given below, where
we assume that the names      n    , and k do not appear free in P , P
j
, Q, and
where b  b

   b
n
, b
j
 b
j

   b
j
n
j
, j  J .
[[]] 
[[abP ]] ah[[P ]] b

     b
n
i
[[
P ]] kk j k  [[P ]]
[[a  bP ]] llhai  [[P ]] j lhbi
[[aP ]] a[[P ]]
[[P j Q]] [[P ]] j [[Q]]
[[P ]] kk j k  [[P ]] j k
[[
X
jJ
a
j
b
j
P
j
]] kk j
Y
jJ
k j a
j
hx
j
 b
j

     b
j
n
j
i  [[P
j
]] j x
j
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If we adopt the slightly unconventional semantics for the -calculus that replaces
the usual structural congruence rules matching and replication by the following
reduction rules:
P 

P j P a  aP 

P
then we obtain
Proposition 4.1 If P 

Q, then [[P ]] 
 [[Q]] j R, where R is a parallel
composition of inert processes of the form aa j  P or aa j  P . Conversely,
if [[P ]]  P , then there exists Q, R such that P 

Q, and P  
 [[Q]] j R.
If we assume the existence of a function f  N f
 g, that, given a name a,
returns a binary encoding fa of a, we can strengthen the result into an encoding
of the synchronous polyadic -calculus with input guarded sums, name matching
and name unmatching. The new encoding [[]] is deﬁned as follows:
[[P ]]  [[P ]]
s
j GC
GC collecthc xi

 cz  x
where [[]]
s
is just like function [[]] above, except that the deﬁnitions for namematch-
ing and guarded input have been replaced respectively by:
[[a  bPQ]]
s
 c r cchecka r j dbe j ThenElsePQ r c
[[
X
jJ
a
j
b
j
P
j
]]
s
 k c
ck j
Y
jJ
k j a
j
hx
j
 b
j

     b
j
n
j
i  collecthc [[P
j
]]
s
j x
j
i
The auxiliary processes check, dbe, and ThenElse are deﬁned as follows (we
assume that 
   N, that fa  v

   v
n
and fb  w

   w
m
, with v
i
 w
j

f
 g, and we set 
     
):
checka r 
n
Y
i
lcheckv
i
 j fcheckv
n
 j returnr
lcheckv  lhv xi  x j lhv xi  nok
fcheckv  lhv xi  ok j x j lhv xi  nok
returnr  ok j end  rhyesi
j ok j lhv xi  rhnoi j nok  rhnoi
dbelhw

lhw

   lhw
m
endi    ii
ThenElsePQ r c  rhnoi  collecthc [[Q]]
s
i
j rhyesi  collecthc [[P ]]
s
i
Intuitively, the process GC is a garbage collector that collects auxiliary kells which
have been created by the translation and that can be safely discarded after they have
served their purpose. The garbage collector is a stateless process that spawns a spe-
ciﬁc collector for kell c upon receipt of a message collecthc P i. The c collector
removes kell c and releases process P as a continuation. We will ﬁnd variant of the
garbage collector idea in other encodings. Process checka r realizes a straight-
forward bitwise comparison against the binary encoding of a and returns the result
12
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on port r. The process dbe encodes the bit string corresponding to the binary rep-
resentation of b as a list. Finally, process ThenElse just triggers the collection
of the auxiliary kell used during the match, passing the expected continuation as
an argument of the collect message. It is important to realize that enclosing
the matching process inside an auxiliary kell c has two purposes: the ﬁrst one is to
isolate the computation carried out during the matching process from the rest of the
computation, to avoid interferences; the second one is to serve as a cell for future
garbage collection of useless processes. With this encoding we get:
Proposition 4.2 If P 

Q, then [[P ]] 
 [[Q]]. Conversely, if [[P ]]  P ,
then there exists Q such that P 

Q, and P  
 [[Q]].
4.2 Encoding Klaim
We consider now an encoding of a Klaim-like language. Speciﬁcally, we consider
an (untyped) version of the Klaim language deﬁned in [15]. For simplicity, we
do not consider Klaim process deﬁnitions, we consider empty Klaim environments
(i.e. names of nodes have global signiﬁcance in this version of Klaim), and that
tuples have only a single element. The encoding is deﬁned as follows (an evaluated
tuple element u can be either a node name a or a Klaim process P ; a tuple element
w can be either a node name pattern a, a process pattern x, a node name a, or a
Klaim process P ; and we deﬁne a  a, a  a, x  x, P  P ).
[[]]
b
  [[a]]
b
 a
[[a]]
b
 a [[x]]
b
 x
[[x]]
b
 x
[[P j Q]]
b
 [[P ]]
b
j [[Q]]
b
[[outu]]
b
outh[[u]]
b
i
[[outwaP ]]
b
 cmhaouth[[w]]
a
i j mhb chokiii j choki  [[P ]]
b

[[intwaP ]]
b
 cmhaouth[[w]]
a
i mhb ch[[P ]]
b
iii j chxi  x
[[readwaP ]]
b
 cmhaouth[[w]]
a
i mhb ch[[P ]]
b
ii j outh[[w]]
a
ii j chxi  x
[[evalP aQ]]
b
 cmha [[P ]]
a
j mhb chokiii j choki  [[Q]]
b

[[newlocaP ]]
b
 cnewNodehci  chai  [[P ]]
b
[[a  P ]] aKa j [[P ]]
a
 j KEnv
[[N

k N

]] [[N

]] j [[N

]]
Ka  ahxi  x
KEnv newNodehci

 aaKa j chai j mha xi

 ahxi
The idea of the encoding is simple: each Klaim node a  P is modelled by a
kell aKa j [[P ]], where Ka constitutes the program of the membrane associated
with a Klaim domain. In this case, we do not separate the content P of a Klaim do-
main from its membrane. Klaim instructions are then encoded as messages bearing
some code that will be executed upon arrival at the target node. The environment
Kenv plays the role of a simple router and of a Klaim node factory. Note that this
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encoding does not use the passivation construct of the Kell calculus: Klaim does
not support strong mobility (i.e. migrating executing process). For this simpliﬁed
variant of Klaim, we obtain
Proposition 4.3 If N 
K
N

, then [[N ]] 
 [[N ]]. Conversely, if [[N ]]  P ,
then there exists N  such that N 
K
N

, and P 
 [[N ]].
4.3 Encoding Mobile Ambients
For simplicity, we present in this section an encoding of Mobile Ambients without
local anonymous communication. The encoding we deﬁne below could be easily
amended to account for it. The encoding is faithful and deadlock-free, but it relies
on a simple locking scheme that reduces the parallelism inherent in ambient re-
ductions. The encoding is not divergence-free (because of the deﬁnition of process
Fat below). An encoding that does not suffer from these limitations is certainly
possible (e.g. one could mimick the protocol employed in the Join calculus im-
plementation of ambients described in [10]) but it would be more complex. The
encoding demonstrates that the passivation construct provides the basis for imple-
menting the subjective moves of Mobile Ambients, as well as its objective open
primitive.
The encoding of Mobile Ambients in the Kell calculus is given below, where we
assume that the names t, to, up, upup, in, out, open, amb, make, collect,
and k do not appear free in PQ.
[[]]   [[in aP ]]  inha [[P ]]i
[[nP ]]  n[[P ]] [[out aP ]]  outha [[P ]]i
[[P j Q]]  [[P ]] j [[Q]] [[open aP ]]  openha [[P ]]i
[[P ]]  kk j k  [[P ]] j k
[[aP ]]  c cAa c j a[[P ]] j AmbEnv j AmbEnv
The AmbEnv process is deﬁned below. It consists of three processes: an ambient
factory C, a garbage collector GC, and a process Aux, explained later on.
AmbEnv t C t C j GC j Aux
The ambient factory is deﬁned using abstraction and application abbreviations
introduced at the beginning of Section 4. Its role is to create new ambients, upon
receipt of a make message. The deﬁnition of this factory is made complicated by
the fact that it must create a copy of itself to be placed alongside the newly created
ambient. To this end, we resort to a construction that is very similar to that of the Y
ﬁxpoint constructor we used in the deﬁnition of receptive triggers.
C txFactoryt j thxi
Factoryt  thxi j makehn p ki

 MKt x n p k
j thxi j makehn p ki  MKt x n p k
MKt x n p k thxi j khAEx j c cAn c j np j AExi
AEx  axax j GC j Aux
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The garbage collector process GC corresponds to the garbage collector we deﬁned
in Section 4.1 for the encoding of the -calculus with unmatching.
The “membrane process” A is deﬁned below. It consists in the parallel compo-
sition of three processes S, T, F, together with a private lock, t, which is used to
avoid conﬂicts between concurrent moves.
Aa c  tt j Sa ct j Ta ct j Fa ct
Process S is responsible for dealing with the in and out primitives (which are
translated as higher-order messages on ports in and out, respectively). In each
case, the behavior is simple: passivate the ambient a, put it in a message (to, in
the case of in; up, in the case of out), and asks the garbage collector to collect
the now useless enclosing kell. The message bearing the passivated ambient will
be released after the garbage collection has taken place.
Sa ct  t j inhm pi

 az  collecthctoham p zii
j t j outhm pi

 az  collecthcupham p zii
Process T is responsible for dealing with the open primitive, which is translated
as a message on port open, and with the to and up messages generated by the S
process of some other ambients (siblings or subambients). For open, the behavior
is very simple: passivate the kell and ask the garbage collector to collect the en-
closing, passing the content of the passivated kell as a continuation in the message
to the garbage collector. For to, the behavior is barely more complex: when re-
ceiving the message, passivate the local kell, ask the outside factory to create a new
ambient with the required characteristics, and reactivate the kell, inserting the new
kell the factory has returned. In the case of up, the behavior is a bit more complex,
since it requires the cooperation of the environment: forward the up message to
the environment via an upup message; the upup message will be captured by the
Aux process in the controlled part of the parent kell, that re-creates the ambient
that has initiated the out and installs it as a sibling of the ambient that sent the
upup message; upon receipt of the notiﬁcation from the environment, unlock the
ambient.
Ta ct  t j az j openha pi  collecthc z j pi
j t j tohn a p xi j az 
kmakehn p j x ki j khyi  t j az j y
j t j uphn a p xi


kupuphn p j x ki j k  t
Aux upuphn p ki

 hmakehn p hi j hhyi  k j y
With the protocol put in place above, we have captured the effects of the in and
out primitives, by means of an asynchronous protocol. However, this protocol
may fail because the target ambient is not present (in the case of in), or because
the enclosing ambient is not of the right name (in the case of out). The process
F below handles these two failure cases. It intercepts the to and up command
messages and recreates the originating ambient in the exact state it was just prior to
the beginning of the migration protocol.
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Fa ct  t j tohn m p xi


az 
kmakehninhm pi j x ki j khyi  t j az j y
j t j uphn m p xi


az 
kmakehnouthm pi j x ki j khyi  t j az j y
A few comments on this encoding are in order. The encoding of the ambient
construct, aP , is typical of encoding of calculi with explicit locations. The process
Aa in the encoding can be understood as implementing the interaction protocol
that is characteristics of Mobile Ambients. Encoding of other forms of ambient
calculi would involve deﬁning different variants of this process. Process AmbEnv is
a helper process that characterizes the environment required by Mobile Ambients,
and that provides garbage collection and factory facilities.
If we adopt the slightly unconventional semantics for Mobile Ambients that
replaces the usual structural congruence rules for replication by the following re-
duction rule:
P 
MA
P j P
then we obtain the following (where 
c is the structural congruence of the Kell
calculus augmented with the rule AmbEnv j AmbEnv 
c AmbEnv):
Proposition 4.4 If P 
MA
Q, then we have [[P ]] 
c [[Q]], with Q 

MA
Q.
Conversely, if [[P ]]  P , then there exists Q such that P 
MA
Q, and P  
c
[[Q]].
4.4 Encoding the DJoin calculus
An encoding of the Distributed Join (DJoin) calculus can be obtained as follows.
For simplicity, we consider only the DJoin calculus without failures. An encoding
of the Djoin with fail-stop failures can be obtained by reﬁning the encoding below
with failure constructs similar to those introduced in section 2. We also slightly
extend the language of patterns : this provides for a straightforward encoding. One
can avoid this extension by associating with each membrane in the translation the
list of names of sub-locations, and by updating this list after each move. The router
process IR below can be modiﬁed to check for the presence or absence of a particu-
lar name in the list (e.g. resorting to the encoding of names in Section 4.1 to imple-
ment the check), instead of relying on extended patterns. Extending the language
of patterns makes for a simpler encoding and points at useful possible variants of
the calculus.
The extension of the calculus is deﬁned as follows. With a message pattern
ahwi

, ahwi

, or ahwi, one can associate a predicate  of the following two forms
a  C and a 	 C. Intuitively, the predicate a  C indicates that an active kell of
name a exists somewhere within the tree of subkells routed at the current kell. The
join patterns are now deﬁned by:
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J  	 j  j    j J j J
  ahwi j ahwi

j ahwi
By convention, a pattern of the form  is equivalent to a pattern of the form   ,
where  corresponds to the boolean true. The name a appearing in predicates
  a  C or   a 	 C is bound in   , if there is an occurrence of a in
, otherwise it is free. The deﬁnition of the application of a substitution  to a join
pattern J is modiﬁed by adding the clause cj    cj in the deﬁnition of
function cj in Section 3.1. The reduction rules in Figure 5 are modiﬁed by intro-
ducing the condition CondJR  in the premises of rules RIn, ROut, InPass,
and OutPass. Assume J 
Q
iI

i
 
i
, then CondJR is deﬁned as:
CondJR 

iI
H
i
 R H R

 
Ha  C R  R 
 EfaP g Ha 	 C R  Ha  C R
The encoding can now be deﬁned as follows. For any DJoin deﬁnition D, we note
dfD the set of names (channels and locations) it deﬁnes. The DJoin encoding is
a function of a name that keeps track of the current DJoin location. It is deﬁned by
induction as follows, where we assume that m, mm, collect, query, make, va,
enter do not occur free in P , D:
[[a]]
b
 a [[]]
b
 
[[
]]
b
  [[P j Q]]
b
 [[P ]]
b
j [[Q]]
b
[[go a	P ]]
b
 vaha [[P ]]
a
i [[DD]]
b
 [[D]]
b
j [[D]]
b
[[ahn

     n
q
i]]
b
 mhb a n

     n
q
i [[D inP ]]
b
 n [[D]]
b
j [[P ]]
b
n  dfD
[[n

m

j    j n
q
m
q
 P ]]
b
 mhb n

 m

i j    j mhb n
q
 m
q
i  [[P ]]
b
[[aD  P ]]
b
 c cDJa c j a[[D]]
a
j [[P ]]
a
 j DJEnv
together with the following auxiliary deﬁnitions:
DJa c  tt j IRa j Goa ct j Enterat
IRa  mhb xi  b  C j ap  ap j mhb xi
j mhb xi

 b  C  mmhb xi
Goa ct  t j vahb pi

 b  C 
aq  collecthcenterhb a q j pii
Enterat  t j enterha b xi j ap 
kmakehb x ki  khyi  t j ap j y
DJEnv tCtC j ER j GC
C txFactoryt j thxi
Factoryt  thxi j makehn p ki

 MKJx n p k
MKJx n p k  thxi j khDJEx j cDJn c j npi
DJEx  a cxax j ER j GC
ER mmhxi

 mhxi
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Some comments are in order. Note that the encoding of a DJoin locality takes
the same general form as that of a Mobile Ambient: a locality a has a controlling
process DJa, that implements the basic interaction protocol that governs a DJoin
locality. The latter includes: routing messages on the basis of the target locality,
implementing locality migration, by means of the Goa and Entera processes.
Note that the encoding given above is faithful to the DJoin semantics, since mi-
gration is only allowed if the target locality does not appear as a sublocality of the
current locality  . We obtain the following (where 
c is the structural congruence
of the Kell calculus augmented with the rule DJEnv j DJEnv 
c DJEnv):
Proposition 4.5 If P 
DJ
Q, then [[P ]] 
c [[Q]]. Conversely, if [[P ]]  P ,
then there exists Q such that P 
DJ
Q and P  
DJ


c
Q.
5 Conclusion
We have introduced the Kell calculus, a new process calculus with hierarchical
localities, strictly local actions, higher-order communication and locality passiva-
tion. Like the M-calculus, the Kell calculus allows an encoding of different forms
of locality membranes, including localities with different forms of failures. The
Kell calculus, however, appears simpler than the M-calculus, and does not rely on
complex routing rules in contrast to the M-calculus.
We have shown by means of encodings of (a simpliﬁed form of) Klaim, of Mo-
bile Ambients and of the Distributed Join calculus that the Kell calculus has con-
siderable expressive power. The report [19] shows how to encode the M-calculus
in the Kell calculus used in section 4. All these encodings are locality-preserving,
in the sense that they translate a locality aP  in one calculus into a kell of the form
aMa j [[P ]] j Env or cMa c j c[[P ]] j Env, where Env is a stateless
process. We believe such locality-preserving encodings can be derived for most
process calculi with localities which have been proposed in the litterature, includ-
ing the numerous variants of Mobile Ambients, Nomadic Pict, D [11], Seal [6],
and DiTyCo [13]. Obtaining such encodings would give strong evidence that the
Kell calculus embodies very fundamental constructs for distributed programming.
The Kell calculus shares the local character of its actions with the Seal calculus
[6]. Indeed, as in the Seal calculus, primitive actions in our calculus include local
communications and communications across a single locality boundary. In contrast
to Seal, however, our communications are higher-order, whereas Seal distinguishes
between ﬁrst-order communications on the one hand and migrating and replicating
localities on the other hand. The choice in Seal to eschew higher-order communi-
cation was made primarily with a view to simplify its underlying theory. However,
as the results in [6] reveal, the higher-order character of the migrate and replicate
 This is not the case of the encoding of the DJoin calculus in the M-calculus deﬁned in [18], which
does not test for the presence of the target locality as a sublocality of the locality to be migrated. It is
possible to faithfully encode the Djoin calculus in the M-calculus but at the cost of a more complex
translation than the one reported in [18].
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primitives in Seal already poses some problems (e.g. with respect to a complete
characterization of contextual equivalence). With the Kell calculus higher-order
pirmitives, we gain the ability to handle directly passivated process states. This
allows for instance a direct modelling of such failure behaviors as fail-stop with
recovery, a behaviour which would be less straightforward to model in Seal (seals
can be replicated and destroyed but they cannot be passivated and reactivated; it
is possible to place Seals in opaque membranes to simulate passivation but this
is not entirely satisfactory since one can allow observation of passivated states –
e.g. in the form of checkpoints). Another perceived advantage of the higher-order
character of the Kell calculus over Seal is the potential to extend the calculus with
multi-stage programming along e.g. the lines of MetaKlaim [8].
To the best of our knowledge, the dual use which is made in the Kell calculus
of the locality construct aP , both as a locus for computation and as a handle for
controlling the execution of located process, is new. The encodings provided in
this paper show that a single (higher-order) objective control construct is sufﬁcient
to capture the variety of subjective migration primitives which have been proposed
recently, in ambient calculi and other distributed process calculi. At the same time,
this construct is powerful enough to model fail-stop failures, an important require-
ment for practical distributed programming.
Much work remains to be done, however, to assess the foundational character
of the calculus with respect to distributed programming. Apart from the derivation
of locality-preserving encodings mentioned above, the following issues are worth
considering:
 Developing a bisimulation theory for the Kell calculus. Apart from the difﬁcul-
ties inherent with the higher-order character of the calculus, it would be interest-
ing to obtain a theory parametric in the pattern language used.
 Developing type systems for the Kell calculus. Numerous type systems have
been developed for mobile Ambients and their variants. It would be interesting
to transfer these results (in particular the ones dealing with resource and security
constraints) to the Kell calculus. Of particular interest would be the transfer of
the type system developed for the M-calculus that guarantees the unicity of lo-
cality names, since this corresponds to a practical constraint in today’s networks.
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